Saturn fuel pump reset switch

After speeding over a deep pothole, speed bumper, or after a car accident, you could end up
with an engine unable to start. So read carefully, and today you're going to learn how to find
and reset fuel shut off switch on Ford, Peugeot, VW golf, Citroen, Vauxhall, Subaru, Renault,
Dacia, Mazda, and many other cars. Many vehicles come with a fuel pump shut off switches. The
inertia switch is a security measure implemented by car manufacturers to shut off the fuel
supply in case of a car crash or accident where a vehicle comes to a sudden stop instantly.
Similar to an electrical circuit breaker in your home, you can reset it by pushing the button or
pulling the leverage down. All modern fuel injection cars are equipped with an inertial fuel cut
off switch that shuts off the power supply for the fuel pump if the vehicle is in a collision. This
prevents fuel from being pumped in case of the fuel line damage during an accident. To start the
engine after a car accident, you need to find fuel cut off switch location car inertia switch and
reset it. I had an accident with my 1. At first, I thought that there is some major motor damage or
malfunction that caused this. Then I figured out that this might be due to activated fuel shut off
switch, but the problem was that I could not find it! After some research on possible inertia
switch location, I narrowed down the choice of potential places. Now put the key in and start the
engine. You might need to crank it up a few times before the motor starts. Engine cranks, but
the car won't start. Sound familiar? It looks simple, right? Well, not exactly. That is why I have
decided to share my experience and write this article. Many vehicles available today come with
fuel pump shut-off switches. These devices are essentially circuit breakers that sit inside you
car's airbag control module's inertia switch, which is supposed to trigger when the vehicle
comes to a sudden stop. This safety feature is intended to shut the fuel pump off in the event of
an accident, but can sometimes be triggered by a pothole or even by sudden brake application.
These switches are generally designed for a quick reset, but some models may require a more
involved approach. Locate your car's inertial trigger or airbag control module. You owner's
manual should give the exact location, but if it doesn't try looking inside the center console,
under the front seats, behind the glove compartment or behind the driver or passenger-side
kick panels. These are the trim pieces just ahead of your front doors where your foot typically
brushes. Push the button on the inertial switch; it should be clearly marked as the fuel pump
reset, and may be in a contrasting color to the case. You may need to turn the ignition key to the
on or accessory position to energize the module and reset the switch. Proceed to the next step
if your inertia switch doesn't use an external button. Remove the inertia switch cover by either
prying the plastic clips loose or removing the screws that hold it in place. Inside the switch
you'll see one of three things: a button, a circuit-breaker-type switch or a fuse. Push the button
or flip the breaker switch back to its original position. If your inertia switch uses an internal
fuse, pull the blown fuse out and replace it with another fuse of the same rating. Richard Rowe
has been writing professionally since , specializing in automotive topics. He has worked as a
tractor-trailer driver and mechanic, a rigger at a fire engine factory and as a race-car driver and
builder. Step 1 Locate your car's inertial trigger or airbag control module. Step 2 Push the
button on the inertial switch; it should be clearly marked as the fuel pump reset, and may be in a
contrasting color to the case. Screwdrivers Socket set, metric and standard Replacement fuse.
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Please help, very frustrated. Mgg's Photos. Re: Saturn fuel shut-off, security system? Originally
Posted by saturnsduke. Nope, where is it. I do not have the owner's manual for this car. Also,
I'm new here. Can somebody tell me the link to the how-to tips library on here? You are
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